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Welcome to a truly unique event experience. Located on the Clyde waterfront,
a vibrant venue where historic Glasgow meets the modern city.
We have 17 diverse and interesting spaces to accommodate events of all
shapes and sizes for over 2000 guests. As a five star visitor attraction, you’ll
be able to engage with over 400 interactive exhibits during your lunch break
or drinks reception. Experience optical illusions, explore the world of energy or
journey through the human body.
You can host a conference using the largest screen in Scotland in our IMAX
or dine underneath the tallest fully rotating freestanding structure in the world,
Glasgow Tower. You can even enhance your event with Planetarium shows,
taking your delegates on a journey through the Solar System.
Your event will be fully supported with state-of-the-art lighting and AV
technology, sustainability sourced catering and a dedicated events team who
will be with you every step of the way.
From awards ceremonies, exhibitions, conferences, team building, product
launches, weddings, graduation balls and more, let Glasgow Science Centre
create a mind blowing event for you.
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The Atrium

One of our largest event spaces and most popular for dinners and exhibitions.
A spectacular and flexible space located on the ground floor of the Science
Gallery. Two glass walls that stretch three storey’s high with built in
state-of-the-art AV and lighting systems.
Capacity
Banquet................................. 500

Theatre.................................. 600

Dinner Dance...................... 450

Cabaret.................................. 344

Drinks Reception............... 650

Exhibition Stands............... 38

The Hive

Floor to ceiling windows cover one wall of The Hive, giving your guests
panoramic views over the River Clyde. Located on the first floor of the Science
Gallery The Hive provides a versatile space for smaller dinners and drinks
receptions.
Capacity
Banquet................................. 140

Theatre.................................. 100

Dinner Dance...................... 120

Cabaret.................................. 96

Drinks Reception............... 150

Exhibition Stands............... 15
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A Question
of Perception and
Explore!

Explore over 80 interactive exhibits and optical illusions on Floor 1 of the
Science Gallery. Guests can get involved with physical challenges and mindbending puzzles to engage their brains. Every exhibit on this floor will make you
rethink how you experience and explore the world around you.
Capacity
Drinks Reception............... 500

Science Show
Theatre

An intimate purpose built auditorium with speculator AV. The room has been
designed with a quirky, contemporary feel and can be used for science shows,
seminars and smaller conferences.
Capacity
Theatre.................................. 110
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The Planetarium

Our live presenter-led shows will take your delegates on a journey
through the solar system, into the Milky Way, Galaxy and beyond, offering
a truly out-of-this-world event experience. Alternatively, you can choose
from our full dome films, which display 360 degrees across the 15-metre
hemispherical dome of the planetarium. You can even get married under
the stars or simply host a meeting in a quirky space.
Capacity
Theatre.................................. 115

Space Zone

Located next to the Planetarium on the first floor with a colorful backdrop,
allowing guests to lift off into the cosmos for the journey of a lifetime! This
is a flexible space, suitable for an intimate dinner, drinks reception or a
small evening presentation.
Capacity
Banquet................................. 60
Drinks Reception............... 80
Cabaret.................................. 56
Exhibition Stands............... 8
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Powering
The Future and
Idea No59

Take a trip through Floor 2 and explore our energy options from how we
can produce electricity and fuels to how we can be smarter with our use of
energy. This floor focuses on the science and technology within our modern
lives. As part of this floor you can also visit Idea No59 which is made up of
three experiential zones to inspire the next generation of problem-solvers and
creative thinkers.
Capacity
Drinks Reception............... 450

Bodyworks

Journey through our Bodyworks exhibition on Floor 3 where your guests
can engage their brain with competitive challenges and experiences
related to the human body. Enjoy breathtaking views and competitive
challenges. We can promise that you’ll never look at your body in quite
the same way again.
Capacity
Drinks Reception............... 275
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IMAX

Host a conference using the largest screen in Scotland in our IMAX. A uniquely
designed building clad in titanium that stands next to the main building.
Experience a truly spectacular audio-visual capability, giving you a real
auditorium experience.
Capacity
Theatre.................................. 370

Glasgow Tower

Underneath Glasgow Tower you will find Tower Gallery North and Tower
Gallery South. Both rooms are private self-contained spaces with large curving
walls. A blank canvas space with built in lighting and AV.
Capacity
Tower Gallery North
Banquet................................. 140

Theatre.................................. 150

Dinner Dance...................... 120

Cabaret.................................. 96

Drinks Reception............... 150

Exhibition Stands............... 12

Tower Gallery South
Banquet................................. 200 Theatre.................................. 200
Dinner Dance...................... 160

Cabaret.................................. 128

Drinks Reception............... 200 Exhibition Stands............... 15
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The Conference Room

Located on the Ground Floor, the Conference Room can be used as an office
space, meeting area, green room or reception room. With our in-house AV
technical team on site, colleagues can join your meeting remotely without a hitch.
Capacity
Boardroom........................... 24
Theatre.................................. 40
Cabaret.................................. 30

The Pod

Another small meeting space located on the Ground Floor. The Pod is a colorful
space that can be used as an informal office space, meeting room, green room
or syndicate room.
Capacity
Boardroom........................... 32
Theatre.................................. 40
Cabaret.................................. 30
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Café

The Café is a modern space located on the Ground Floor of the Science
Gallery. Floor to ceiling glass walls mean your guests can take in views over
Glasgow, Riverside Museum, Glasgow Tower and the Tall Ship, while our
outdoor decking area makes the Café the perfect space for entertaining
guests when the sun shines.
Capacity
Banquet................................. 135

Theatre.................................. 160

Dinner Dance...................... 120

Cabaret.................................. 120

Drinks Reception............... 200

Exhibition Stands............... 10

Science Street

The Street is located on the Ground Floor of the main Science Gallery and links
to the Atrium, Clyde Suite and Café as well as providing access to the three
floors of exhibits. The Science Street is an ideal location for a drinks reception or
bar area when using the Atrium.
Capacity
Drinks Reception............... 200
Exhibition Stands............... 10
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Clyde Suite

The Clyde Suite is a large, brightly coloured room that can be configured for a
variety of events including conferences, exhibitions, presentations, road shows
and product launches. You can find the Clyde Suite in the middle of the ground
floor of the Science Gallery. This space is also joined on to our outside Science
Terrace which could be perfect for outside catering or to simply take in the views
of the River Clyde on your lunch break.
Capacity
Banquet................................. 280

Classroom............................ 60

Dinner Dance...................... 200

Cabaret.................................. 100

Drinks Reception............... 400

Exhibition Stands............... 20

Theatre.................................. 120

The Bothy

A characterful and colourful hexagonal room with a steeply sloping ceiling. This
space has soft seating with flip up tables that double as whiteboards. This could
be the perfect space for a green room, small meeting, teambuilding activity or
breakout space.
Capacity
Conference Room.............. 16
Theatre.................................. 30
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Catering
Our catering is provided in-house by our passionate and experienced chefs.
Providing delicious, exciting menu options is an important part of the event
experience we provide for our guests.
Our sustainability sourced catering brochure “Elements of Taste” covers a wide
range of catering options from breakfast, fork buffets, canapes, sharing style
service, feast platters and more. We will be sure to provide you with the highest

Types of catering
packages available:
• Day Delegate Rates
• Food for Thought Dinner Package

standard of food with impeccable service.

• Interactive Dinning

We also provide bar service in-house with an extensive range of beer, wine and

• Sip with Science

themed cocktails.
We recognise that everyone has varying needs and with prior knowledge our
chefs are flexible to accommodate those with special dietary requirements.

• Weddings
• Graduation Balls
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Audio Visual
At Glasgow Science Centre (GSC), we recognise that integrated AV services
need to be high end and capable of meeting our clients’ expectations within
digital focused events. We have invested heavily in new in-house technical
systems some of which include:

• State of the art projection systems up to 15K lumens
• High end lecture capture and live streaming equipment which has the ability to
broadcast across multiple platforms such as Facebook/YouTube

• Coloured LED systems for full colour branding in our large conference rooms
• A building wide coloured LED system to brand the full building spine in the
colour of your choice

• Installation of new 1GB WIFI connection throughout the building
• Audience engagement platforms and voting systems are available

Speak to the Expert:

Your events can be made simple by our comprehensive range of in-house

Manager Craig Rooney who will be happy to advise on technical

AV services. Technical facilities throughout GSC are of the highest standard,

specification, any associated costs and discuss our editorial policy.

and GSC’s AV team are always on hand to advise, assist or co-ordinate all the
technical aspects of your event.
Our permanent 15m x 3.8m LED screen outside the front of GSC is a result of a
partnership between Scottish Enterprise, Skills Development Scotland, Glasgow
Science Centre and the BBC and can be hired to give guests a five-star
welcome by displaying your company logo, branding, event title
or welcome message.

For specific AV enquiries please get in touch with our AV/IT

craig.rooney@glasgowsciencecentre.org

Branding Opportunities
We can offer significant opportunities to dress the building, creating an event
your guests will remember.
These opportunities to make GSC your own can be created as part of your
event or sometimes more broadly as part of your marketing campaigns.
Because of the technical nature of the work required, GSC offer a ‘turnkey’
service taking your artwork, supplying and fitting banners to the correct
specification and returning things to normal after your visit.
If required we can also offer a high quality creative, design and artworking
service. Please advise our corporate events team if you wish to see our
branding opportunities brochure or
Speak to the Expert:
communications@glasgowsciencecentre.org
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Sustainability
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Glasgow Science Centre now has a Gold Green Tourism Award. As a science
centre, environmental sustainability is a key theme throughout our exhibitions.
We encourage guests to explore and discover the world around us and to
consider what affects our environment.
Powering the Future is one of our biggest exhibitions and it focuses on the
energy trilemma; how can we make our energy future secure, sustainable and
affordable.
From reducing food waste to using local produce, GSC’s events team have
some great ways for looking after our clients but also saving the planet at
the same time. Taking a leaf out of our chef’s book to design environmentally
focused menus such as vegan day delegate rates means we can reduce the
carbon impact of our events and promote positive behavioural changes to pave
the way for long term industry change.
We have a GSC Green Team onsite that are working on
collaborations with neighbouring businesses & local enterprises
to increase our sustainable offerings.

Glasgow Science Centre is
excited to play a key role in
the most significant climate
conference of our time, COP26.

What our clients say
“Everything was perfect, thank you so much for all your help. Everything ran smoothly on the
night and we received great feedback from our guests! Also, please pass our compliments to
the chef, the food was the best we have had at the event in a number of years.”
Glasgow University Law Society
“I just wanted to pass on my thanks for the event yesterday evening, we found everyone very
helpful and friendly.”
BAE Systems
“Very happy with the venue, quality of food, drinks and helpfulness of the science centre staff.”
KPMG
“Glasgow Science Centre was a pleasure to work with from start to finish. They listened to our
requirements and carried them out to the finest of detail from creating a personalised,
sustainable menu to ensuring the straws were recyclable.”
Scottish Renewables
“I wanted to express how blown away I was with the service at the recent STV event.
I was very impressed with the venue, the planning and especially the staff. All of the staff
were extremely helpful, friendly and professional throughout the night. I would like to
express my gratitude to your wonderful staff for an amazing night.”
STV
“A massive thank you for everything, it was honestly perfect! The staff you had working
at the event were fantastic and could not have been more helpful they made the night
stress free and so enjoyable, please pass on my thanks for an amazing night.”
Barrhead Travel
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Inspire the next generation.
Glasgow Science Charity is an educational charity. Holding your next
event here helps us in our mission to inspire everyone to explore and
understand the world around them and to discover and enjoy science.

corporateevents@glasgowsciencecentre.org

